Mopar electronic ignition conversion wiring diagram

At one point in time, points-type ignition was the pinnacle of ignition technology. Unfortunately,
that was some fifty years ago and points have now become prehistoric. In the twenty years after
its inception, electronic ignition made its way on to millions of Mopar products. Timing in a
points system is generated by strictly mechanical means. A cam with equally spaced lobes
opens and closes the point contacts. Each time the points open, the coil releases spark to the
rotor, and the rotor distributes that spark to the lucky firing cylinder via the plug wire. The
downfall is that the cam lobes, point contacts, and rubbing blocks wear over time. This
degradation can cause a narrowing point gap, retarded timing, increased dwell, and, eventually,
a very poor-quality spark. One major benefit of electronic ignition is that its non-contact within
the distributor. A toothed reluctor wheel and magnetic pickup replace the lobed cam and points.
The signal to fire is generated each time a tooth passes the magnetic pickup. That signal then
travels to the electronic control unit ECU that translates it into a message that tells the ignition
coil to fire. All of this adds up to a more reliable, accurate, and consistent spark event. Both
ignition methods incorporate a ballast resistor. Some resistors are fully potted while others
leave the resistor wire exposed on the back side. Full potting keeps the internal wire protected
and helps dissipate heat. Next in line is a high-torque lightweight starter for the big B-body.
Current owner Roy bought the B-body in and has not changed much over the years. The
numbers-matching has remained largely unchanged except for a Weiand aluminum intake and a
used dual-point distributor swap some fifteen or so ago. A console-shifted automatic backs the
big-block and sends power to a 3. Purchased with 98, miles on it, the odometer now shows
somewhere around , Top Left: First step of any electrical maintenance is disconnecting the
battery. Top Right: Our old dual-points distributor that needs removed. That meant no flashy
billet bodies, giant red caps, or aftermarket HEI conversions. With that in mind, we sourced a
Mopar officially licensed electronic ignition conversion kit from Proform Parts to give the tired
more kick when the key turns. It was the perfect match with its unsuspecting tan cap and
high-quality cast aluminum housing. Even a factory-style vacuum canister stuck out the side.
Those features coupled with the added performance and reliability of an electronic system
made it an absolute no-brainer. Top : Our old dual-points distributor vs. Flanges are unpainted
for grounding purposes. The new piece was fully potted for a long service life. Our first
impression was very positive. From the packaging to the bright orange finish on the ECU, we
were impressed with the overall look and quality. As an added benefit, the new distributor was a
bit smaller and lighter than the outgoing dual-point unit. Included in the kit was a new
distributor, wiring harness, ballast resistor, ECU, terminals, and detailed instructions. The new
distributor was installed so the rotor location was the same. A gentle push seated it all the way
down to the block. The vintage Split Fire plugs circa were shot. With any electrical work on any
car, our first step is always to disconnect the battery. After that, we like to document and
photograph the situation as-is before any work begins. That way, any questions that come up
later on can reference pictures and notes. Distributor rotor position is one good example. With
the cap off, we snapped a few pictures to help remember its orientation. Other prep work
included setting the air gap between the magnetic pickup and the reluctor on the new
distributor. Too close and the reluctor will hit the pickup. We scratched some paint around one
hole to ensure proper grounding and mounted the new ECU. It needs to be away from heat, but
close enough to the other components for the wiring harness to reach. Next to the voltage
regulator worked well for our application. Since the ECU requires a good ground, we cleaned off
some paint from the firewall to ensure contact. With the distributor in and all of the electrical
connections checked, the engine was ready to start. Vacuum advance was plugged for initial
setting. Per the directions, we began with 5 degrees of idle advance and worked our way up
from there, gauging improvement with short trips around the block in between each adjustment.
Right away, we could feel the improvement as the started up quickly. Proform Parts electronic
ignition kit was exactly what we needed for the Charger. It was plug and play with no
modification needed for the distributor. The wiring harness diagram was easy to read and told
us exactly how to splice in the electronic ignition wires. Knowing what we know now, we should
have done this upgrade years ago. We gained performance and reliability without loosing any of
our original Mopar aesthetics. Give your favorite speed shop a call today and order your
Proform electronic ignition kit for your small or big block now. His first car was a Super Bee
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